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I. Introduction

1. A trade secret is an item of information that a firm desires to keep hidden from its competitors because of the
information’s commercial value and the likelihood that competitors would copy it. Although trade secrets
commonly comprise manufacturing processes or customer lists, almost anything with commercial value can
qualify as a trade secret if it is in fact secret.[1] Theft or wrongful disclosure of a trade secret is termed
"trade secret infringement" or "trade secret misappropriation," and is a tort in all states and a crime in some.
[2] 

2. The law governing trade secrets has developed erratically and has been marked by a lack of coherence.[3]
Courts sometimes view their role in finding liability under trade-secret law as "an attempt to enforce
morality in business."[4] This judicial role as "commercial-ethics cop," and the vagueness regarding what
can be considered an improper taking of a trade secret, have prompted criticism of an "open-ended
approach" in trade-secret law.[5] Some scholars, including Professor Robert Bone, have argued that trade-
secret law is merely a group of independent legal norms, such as contract, fraud, theft, and trespass.[6]
Because there is no normatively independent body of trade-secret law, the argument goes, existing trade-
secret law should be narrowed greatly or even abandoned in favor of contract law.[7] 

3. Economic and moral justifications for trade-secret law have been proposed. The economic justifications
focus on incentives to create,[8] indirect and transaction costs,[9] and the social cost of enforcing secrecy.
[10] The moral justifications offered in support of trade-secret protection, grounded in rights and fairness,
have included the right to privacy[11] and contractarian arguments.[12] Commentators have criticized these
economic and moral theories of trade-secret law on various grounds.[13] 

4. This paper argues that a body of trade-secret law, distinct from contract and other tort law, is justified by the
principles of unjust enrichment. The paper does so by classifying the legal rationales implicit in the remedies
currently available under trade-secret law. From those legal rationales, the paper attempts to discern the
scheme of distribution of entitlements, and the value judgments underlying that scheme, within trade-secret
law. One of these value judgments is that, to some degree, trade secrets reflect the personal identity of their
owner. 

5. Part II of this paper is an overview of general trade-secret principles. Part III describes the intersection of
trade-secret law with other areas of the law, including property, tort, fiduciary duty, contract, and criminal
law. Part IV examines the rationales behind the different remedies available in trade-secret law, using the
framework of unjust-enrichment law. In Part V, I attempt to identify the societal values that undergird these
rationales. In answering Professor Bone’s contention that trade-secret law should collapse into contract law,
the paper concludes in Part VI that if society wishes to continue to value a reflection of personhood,
however weak, inherent in trade secrets, then contract law is inadequate for this purpose.

II. Trade Secret Principles

A. Trade Secret Law Generally

6. Secrets are an important intellectual resource. They can represent a company’s most valuable assets,[14] and
they can be converted or destroyed even without a physical transfer.[15] As a result, firms are relying
increasingly on trade-secret law to protect their information and inventions. One commentator estimated that
in 1995, more than 70 percent of the technology interests in the United States were in the form of trade
secrets.[16] 

7. As a general rule, a competitor is free to use information obtained from or about its competition.[17] Trade-
secret misappropriation is an exception to this rule, an exception that hinges on two unique aspects of the
tort: secrecy and misuse.[18] Unlike other areas of intellectual property, such as copyright and patent, trade-
secret law imposes liability only when the appropriator acquires, reveals, or uses the secret in a wrongful
manner.[19] 

8. Trade-secret theft is a serious problem. A 1996 study conducted by the American Society for Industrial
Security estimated that trade-secret theft amounts to an aggregate U.S. industry loss of two billion dollars
per month.[20] This study also reported an average of 32 successful trade-secret thefts per month in 1995,
up some 320% from 1992.[21] 

9. To be considered a trade secret, information must fulfill three requirements: 1) it must confer a competitive
advantage when kept secret; 2) it must be secret; and 3) it must be protected by reasonable secrecy
precautions.[22] 

10. To establish trade-secret misappropriation, a plaintiff must prove two elements: first, the information is in
fact a trade secret;[23] and second, the defendant improperly acquired, used, or disclosed the information.
These two requirements are fairly uniform in all jurisdictions.[24] 

11. Two proper means of acquiring a trade secret are independent discovery and reverse engineering.[25]
Reverse engineering is the process of learning a trade secret by inspecting the product and figuring out how
it works. Thus, a person may lose her trade secret by selling or displaying a product, absent a confidentiality
agreement, if another person ascertains the secret by examining the product.[26]

B. Sources of Trade Secret Law

12. Trade-secret protection may be traced back to 1851 in England[27] and 1868 in the United States.[28] The
common law of trade-secret protection has developed over the last century through two primary policy
objectives: 1) to encourage research and innovation, and 2) to maintain standards of commercial ethics.[29] 

13. In the United States, trade-secret law is the product of state common law.[30] Unlike patent, copyright, and
trademark, there is no private federal civil cause of action in trade-secret law. The Restatement of Torts,
published by the American Law Institute in 1939, was the first official attempt to clarify trade-secret law in
the United States, and until recently it was the source of analysis most frequently used by courts deciding
trade-secret cases.[31] The authors of the Second Restatement of Torts deliberately omitted the chapter on
trade-secret law, apparently because the American Law Institute concluded that the law of unfair
competition, including trade-secret law, required separate treatment.[32] States were slow to enact trade-
secret laws until after 1979, [33] when the American Bar Association approved the Uniform Trade Secrets
Act ("UTSA") as a model for states to adopt.[34] 

14. The latest major effort to explicate modern trade-secret law is the Third Restatement of Unfair Competition,
published in 1995 by the American Law Institute.[35] Today, states protect trade secrets through civil trade-
secret acts, larceny statutes, the common law, or some combination of these. While many states have enacted
statutes patterned after the UTSA, many courts have chosen to cite as their primary authority the 1939
Restatement of Torts, instead of the UTSA.[36] 

15. In October 1996, President Clinton signed the Economic Espionage Act of 1996 ("EEA")[37] into law. This
is the first federal trade-secret law, and it was enacted partly out of fear of espionage rings backed by foreign
governments.[38] The EEA provides for criminal sanctions only. Because it allows no private right of action
for trade-secret owners,[39] the EEA does not displace existing civil and criminal remedies for trade-secret
misappropriation.

III. The Intersection of Trade Secret Law with Other Areas of Law

16. Trade-secret law contains elements of property, contract, tort, fiduciary duty, and criminal law. Because
elucidation of the boundaries of trade-secret law may prove useful in the quest to classify it properly, an
examination of these areas of intersection is presented below.

A. Trade Secrets as Property

17. Some critics of trade-secret law, including Professor Bone, find that "[n]either the fact that a trade secret is
information nor the fact that it is secret provides a convincing reason to impose liability for a nonconsensual
taking."[40] If trade secrets are truly "property," however, whose value depends on its secret and
informational character, a rule imposing liability for nonconsensual taking may be justified. Some
commentators and courts indeed describe trade secrets as property.[41] Nevertheless, the status of trade
secrets as property is open to debate. 

18. Scholars sometimes cite John Locke’s theory of natural law in analyses of intangibles as potential
"property."[42] Three hundred years ago, Locke theorized that a person’s labor can form the foundation for
property.[43] This notion influenced the framers of the Constitution,[44] and it remains a strong influence in
the law today. Although Locke’s Two Treatises of Government do not offer an explicit defense of intellectual
property,[45] his notion therein of "labor as property" has been used frequently to justify creators’ ownership
rights in their creations.[46] 

19. Locke believed that "no one ought to harm another in his life, liberty, or possessions."[47] He argued that
every person has a property in his body and in the labor of his body.[48] Furthermore, when a person takes
things from the common plenitude, as in drawing water from a river or picking fruit from a tree, she joins
her labor to the things taken.[49] A person "has a property" in the things taken from the common by her
labor, provided there is "enough and as good" left for others.[50] This is the famous "Lockean proviso."
Locke’s arguments lead to the conclusion that persons are under a duty not to take something to which
another person’s labor is "joined."[51] 

20. Early trade-secret cases utilized a property-based theory to support a finding of liability. In Peabody v.
Norfolk, the first major trade-secret case in America, the Massachusetts Supreme Judicial Court defined a
principle that it intended to apply to all branches of intellectual property:[52] "If a man establishes a
business and makes it valuable by his skill and attention, the good will of that business is recognized by the
law as property."[53] 

21. With regard to trade secrets specifically, the Peabody court said the following:

If [a person] invents or discovers, and keeps secret, a process of manufacture, whether a proper subject
for patent or not, he has not indeed an exclusive right to it as against the public, or against those who
in good faith acquire knowledge of it; but he has a property in it, which a court of chancery will
protect against one who in violation of contract and breach of confidence undertakes to apply it to his
own use, or to disclose it to third persons.[54]

22. The nineteenth-century theory of common-law property rights, based on possession and exclusive control,
[55] declined somewhat with the rise of legal realism in the early twentieth century.[56] A new view of
property emerged, one based on positive law, which held that property is not based on natural rights of
ownership, but instead on whatever the community decides property is.[57] On this view, while there may be
natural-law justifications, such as labor-desert theory,[58] for protecting intellectual property including trade
secrets, positive law ultimately determines whether and to what degree various species of intellectual
property are protected. Courts and legislatures decide whether any particular thing, such as a trade secret,
will be granted property status in society.[59] 

23. Courts continue frequently to refer to trade secrets as property.[60] The Supreme Court cited Locke in 1984
when it held that trade secrets can be property for purposes of the Fifth Amendment Takings Clause.[61] As
trade secrets are intangible, the Court said, the existence of a property right depends on the extent to which
the owner protects the trade secret from disclosure.[62] 

24. In 1994 the Utah Court of Appeals opined, "A trade secret is a property right, ‘with power in the owner
thereof to make use of it to the exclusion of the world or to deal with it as he pleases.’"[63] And in Hudson
Hotels Corporation v. Choice Hotels International, the Second Circuit in 1992 stated, "In our opinion, New
York law dictates that an idea, whether embodied in a product and called a trade secret or otherwise reduced
to concrete form, must demonstrate novelty and originality to be protectible as a property right under ‘[any]
cause of action for [its] unauthorized use.’"[64] (emphasis added). 

25. The judicial tendency to classify trade secrets, and ideas generally, as property has its philosophical dangers.
One such danger is that judges may be invoking the notion of "value as property."[65] Critics including
Felix Cohen have pointed out that the theoretical underpinning of many decisions is the following analysis:
X has "created a thing of value; a thing of value is property; X, the creator of property, is entitled to
protection against third parties who seek to deprive him of his property."[66] 

26. Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes was apparently concerned about this equation of value with property. In
International News Service v. Associated Press,[67] the defendant was a news service that had copied the
plaintiff’s news stories from public sources, including early newspaper editions and bulletin boards. The
Supreme Court found that the defendant had tried to "reap where it had not sown."[68] The Court further
ruled that the news was "quasi-property" and enjoined the defendant from copying further news stories from
the plaintiff. In his concurrence, Justice Holmes disagreed with this property conception by the Court,
stating that "[p]roperty, a creation of law, does not arise from value, although exchangeable," and that the
existence of exchangeable value is "a matter of fact,"[69] rather than law. In other words, if a thing has
value, that is a fact, but there is no automatic requirement that the law protect that thing as property. 

27. One problem with giving property status to everything of value is that it can lead to social paralysis.[70] As
Felix Cohen first observed, another problem is that the "property from value" approach can be circular: the
approach "purports to base legal protection upon economic value, when, as a matter of actual fact, the
economic value of a sales device depends upon the extent to which it will be legally protected."[71]

B. Trade Secrets, Contract, and Quasi-Contract

28. Most trade-secret violations occur when an employee breaches a duty of confidentiality arising from the
relationship with her employer.[72] Because of its frequent emphasis on relational duties, trade-secret law
often implicates contract principles more than property principles.[73] 

29. Justice Holmes found that when a defendant has breached a confidence in misusing a trade secret, the issue
of whether trade secrets are property need not even be addressed:

The word property as applied to trade-marks and trade secrets is an unanalyzed expression of certain
secondary consequences of the primary fact that the law makes some rudimentary requirements of
good faith. Whether the plaintiffs have any valuable secret or not, the defendant knows the facts,
whatever they are, through a special confidence that he accepted. The property may be denied, but the
confidence cannot be. Therefore, the starting point for the present matter is not property or due process
of law, but that the defendant stood in confidential relations with the plaintiffs.[74]

30. If a defendant breaches an express contract--usually an employment or licensing agreement--in obtaining or
using a trade secret, her conduct will be deemed improper for purposes of finding trade secret
misappropriation.[75] 

31. Nevertheless, courts do not enforce every trade-secret agreement according to the agreement’s terms. This is
particularly true when the court finds that the appropriated information does not qualify as a trade secret.[76]
As will be discussed later, this is one reason why contract law does not fit well as a trade-secret protection
scheme. 

32. When no express confidentiality agreement exists, courts will often find an implied duty of confidentiality,
that is, a contract implied in fact. [77] This often occurs when the defendant is an employee[78] or
licensee[79] of the trade-secret owner. 

33. In the absence of an express or implied-in-fact contract, courts will also sometimes impose a duty of
confidentiality in quasi-contract (contract implied in law) upon a defendant when the nature of her
relationship with the plaintiff warrants it.[80] A quasi-contract is not a true contract, but rather an obligation
"created by law for reasons of justice."[81] Failure of a defendant to meet this quasi-contractual obligation
can constitute "improper means," for purposes of finding trade-secret misappropriation, when unjust
enrichment would otherwise result.[82] In addition, courts will sometimes find breach of an implied duty of
confidentiality even when the information in question is not entirely secret.[83]

C. Trade Secrets and Tort Law

34. After finding that a piece of information is a trade secret, a court next examines the acquisition and use of
that information by the defendant. If the mode of acquisition or use is deemed "improper means," tort
liability is imposed. Mere possession of a trade secret by a third party, without more, will not support
liability.[84] 

35. Many torts that can be committed by a defendant in the course of acquiring a trade secret are recognized as
improper means, including fraud and interference with contractual obligations.[85] 

36. Not all torts, however, are considered improper means for trade-secret purposes. For example, in Filmways
Pictures, Inc. v. Marks Polaroid Corp., the U.S. District Court held that a person who induces the owner of a
trade secret to divulge it voluntarily to the owner’s competitors is not liable for trade-secret
misappropriation.[86] This is true even if the inducement may otherwise constitute unfair competition,[87] a
separate tort. 

37. Unfair competition has been described as "capacious" doctrine,[88] and trade-secret law is often viewed as a
subset of unfair competition.[89] As the Filmways court said, "[Unfair competition] has been broadly
described as encompassing ‘any form of commercial immorality,’ . . . or simply as ‘endeavoring to reap
where [one] has not sown’ . . . ; it is taking ‘the skill, expenditures and labors of a competitor,’ and
‘misappropriati[ng] for the commercial advantage of one person . . . a benefit or ‘property’ right belonging to
another.’"[90] (Such an expansive application of "misappropriation" torts has some commentators, such as
Professor Wendy Gordon, concerned about a possible backfiring effect of these laws, whereby the
development of new intellectual products may be stifled.[91]) 

38. Moreover, a defendant’s improper means need not be a tort, a crime, or a violation of any other legal norm.
The case that made this principle clear is E.I. du Pont deNemours Co. v. Christopher.[92] In that case, the
defendants took aerial photographs of the plaintiff’s methanol manufacturing plant, which was visible only
from the sky, while the plant was being constructed. In doing so, the defendants did not violate any
independent legal norm, such as trespass, breach of contract, or breach of confidentiality.[93] Nevertheless,
the court held the defendants liable for trade secret misappropriation because their aerial photography
constituted an improper means of acquiring the trade secret. 

39. What qualifies as improper means for trade-secret misappropriation, then, is not always clear. The Supreme
Court has stated, "The law . . . protects the holder of a trade secret against disclosure or use when the
knowledge is gained, not by the owner’s volition, but by some 'improper means' . . . which may include
theft, wiretapping, or even aerial reconnaissance."[94] Yet, the Supreme Court has never expressly defined
"improper means."[95] In Christopher, the Court of Appeals declared, "‘Improper’ will always be a word of
many nuances, determined by time, place and circumstances. We therefore need not proclaim a catalogue of
commercial improprieties. Clearly, however, one of its commandments does say ‘thou shall not appropriate a
trade secret through deviousness under circumstances in which countervailing defenses are not reasonably
available.’"[96]

D. Trade Secrets and Fiduciary Relationships

40. If an employee uses confidential information that she gained as the result of employment to harm her
employer, she may be liable for breach of fiduciary duty.[97] This is true regardless of whether the
information is a trade secret.[98] Besides employees, officers[99] and directors[100] also owe a fiduciary
duty to a corporation, as does a partner to her other partners.[101] 

41. Fiduciary responsibility is a potentially useful mechanism for protecting trade secrets when the
misappropriator is an employee, authorized agent, or a corporate officer or director. Nevertheless, for some
reason courts seldom use the doctrine of fiduciary duty in trade-secret cases.[102]

E. Trade Secrets and Criminal Law

42. A person who engages in criminal conduct in order to expropriate a trade secret will be found to have
engaged in improper means.[103] Examples include fraud,[104] trespass, theft,[105] bribery, and breaking
and entering a building. The fact that the improper means is a crime in a particular situation, however, does
not necessarily indicate that the trade-secret misappropriation is a crime. By the same token, the fact that
trade-secret misappropriation is a crime in a given state does not mean that a defendant’s improper means
need constitute criminal conduct.[106] For example, aerial surveillance constitutes improper means for
purposes of finding trade-secret misappropriation,[107] and although a state may choose to criminalize the
trade-secret misappropriation, it need not criminalize the acts of flying overhead and taking pictures ipso
facto. 

43. Under the Economic Espionage Act of 1996, trade-secret theft can be a federal crime. Penalties under the
EEA range up to $250,000 and ten years in prison for individuals and up to $5 million for organizations.
When "economic espionage" is aimed at benefiting a foreign government, however, penalties under the EEA
are stiffer: up to $500,000 and 15 years in prison for individuals and up to $10 million for organizations.
[108] Perhaps because at this time all prosecutions must first be approved by one of a select few officials in
the Justice Department, including the U.S. Attorney General, there have been few prosecutions under the
EEA to date.[109]

IV. Classifying Legal Rationales by Measures of Recovery

44. Professor Bone has issued the challenge to allow protection of trade secrets by contract principles alone,
abandoning approaches based on property or tort. He contends that "[t]rade secret law is in a muddle today.
Although treated as a branch of intellectual property, trade secret law, with its relational focus, fits poorly
with other intellectual property theories such as copyright, patent, and trademark, that grant property rights
against the world. Moreover, trade secret’s liability rules include many puzzling features that resist policy
justification."[110] Further, Professor Bone believes that "trade secret law is not essential to the protection of
intellectual property; in fact, most of its benefits are better achieved through contract. . . . Courts and
legislatures should reject broad trade secret torts."[111] 

45. In determining whether contract law is sufficient for the task of protecting trade secrets, this paper attempts
to reveal the core values that underlie society’s decision to protect trade secrets in the first place, and then it
attempts to determine if contract law can vindicate fully those values. One way to accomplish this task is to
identify the rationales courts and legislatures use, if perhaps sometimes unknowingly, to mete out remedies
in trade-secret misappropriation cases. Why take this approach? Legal remedies can reflect their underlying
rationales, and thus the choice of the measure of recovery in a given case can in fact be normative.[112]
Furthermore, rather than courts always moving from rights to remedies, courts sometimes appear first to
determine what level of intervention and protection is appropriate and then derive from their conclusion the
nature of the plaintiff’s "right."[113] 

46. This section attempts to identify the policy rationales inherent in different remedies available generally in
unjust-enrichment cases. Once the rationales are identified, Part V will discuss the important human values
that those rationales represent. Then, Part VI applies these principles to remedies available in modern trade-
secret law, specifically as elaborated in the Uniform Trade Secrets Act. 

47. The analytic method I use in these sections involves inquiry into a social relationship (herein called a
"paradigm") that implicates the doctrine of unjust enrichment:[114] an instance in which a defendant profits
from a plaintiff’s resource. This method follows the unjust-enrichment analysis of Professor Hanoch Dagan.
[115] 

48. One reason for using an account of the legal doctrine of unjust enrichment in this analysis is that, like trade-
secret law,[116] unjust enrichment encompasses a wide array of remedies.[117] As the prime example,
trade-secret law allows plaintiffs to recover a share in the profits the trade-secret thief makes from the secret.
[118] This remedy goes to the core of the unjust-enrichment maxim that "a person who has been unjustly
enriched at the expense of another is required to make restitution to the other."[119]

A. The Paradigm Case

49. Consider the following paradigm case[120] for this analysis: A appropriates B’s interest with respect to a
resource without B’s consent (explicit or implied). B then sues A for his profit-making appropriation. B asks
for monetary recovery in restitution of A’s resulting benefit, which she believes is a wrongful gain. A does
not raise any defense. 

50. Three preliminary explanations concerning this paradigm are in order, regarding 1) the relationship between
A and B, 2) the thing taken by A, and 3) the remedy B seeks. 

51. First, in this relationship, A is an invader who appropriates (i.e., takes or acquires) B’s interest in order to
use or exploit it, without B’s consent. In doing so, A infringes upon some interest of B’s, while B remains
passive. 

52. Second, the thing taken by A is a resource. Here, a resource is any means or capability of raising wealth,
supplying wants, or meeting needs.[121] It can be an interest in tangible property (chattels or land),
intangible property (copyright, trademark, or patent), or a trade secret (however classified). Or, a resource
can be an interest in oneself, an attribute of oneself, a contractual right, or an expectation or opportunity.
[122] While a resource may be wealth-producing, it is not equated with wealth itself. And resource is not the
same as property, which has many legal implications that are not needed for this paradigm. Thus, one need
not confine unjust enrichment principles to proprietary interests.[123] 

53. Third, one should note that in this paradigm, B asks for her remedy after the invasion, and she asks for a
monetary remedy. As a result, neither injunctions nor specific restitution (return of the resource) are covered
in this preliminary analysis,[124] although injunctions are indeed available as a remedy in trade-secret cases.
[125] Finally, B asks for the defendant to give up the gains he made from the appropriation, a claim in
restitution. (B’s claim for the defendant to make good her losses, if any, would be a claim in tort.) 

54. This paradigm is rooted in the archaic, Anglo-American concept of waiver of tort, which viewed restitution
as an alternative to tort damages.[126] Today, the main difference between restitution and tort concerns
restitution’s focus on gains derived from the wrongful appropriation, versus tort’s focus on harms inflicted
upon the plaintiff. Of note, claims in restitution can arise in instances where no tort occurs, such as when a
physician seeks payment for emergency services rendered to an unconscious patient, or a person seeks
partial reimbursement from a merchant after mistakenly overpaying for a purchase.[127] In addition,
defenses to tort claims do not always apply to restitution claims.[128]

B. The Available Remedies

55. This section enumerates the types of monetary remedies, or measures of recovery, available to a hypothetical
plaintiff. As Dagan notes, there are five measures of recovery: harm and four kinds of gain: proceeds,
profits, fair market value, and proportional profits.[129] These terms, as used in this paradigm, are defined
below. 

56. Harm is any loss suffered by the plaintiff from the use of the appropriated interest. In this case, harm refers
only to material loss, including lost profits.[130] 

57. Gain is any value secured by the defendant through use of the appropriated interest. Here, gain is a generic
term referring to four possible measures of recovery. Gain can refer to the defendant’s gross proceeds
acquired from use of the appropriated resource. It can instead refer to his net gain, or profits. Profits are
calculated by subtracting from the defendant’s proceeds the costs he expended in obtaining them.[131] 

58. Gain can also refer to a third measure, the fair market value of the plaintiff’s interest or its use during the
period of appropriation. Fair market value does not look to the actual events that took place, but rather to the
market, for a valuation of damages. It is the price at which bona fide sales have been transacted for similar
interests.[132] 

59. Finally, there is the measure of gain known as proportional profits. Like profits, this measure permits the
defendant to deduct his material costs from the proceeds. In addition, however, the defendant deducts any
portion of the profits that resulted from his contribution to the invaded interest. So where profits exceed fair
market value, the proportional-profits measure of recovery splits the difference, based on the relative
contribution of the parties’ resources.[133] 

60. One can see in these measures of recovery that there is a hierarchy of remedies, ranging from compensation
for harm to the plaintiff, through payment of fair market value of the resource interest involved, to the most
extreme measure: return of the defendant’s gross proceeds.

C. The Rationales

61. How does one justify the use of one the five measures of recovery (harm and four kinds of gain) over
another? To understand the rationales implicit in these recovery measures, it is helpful to examine the
conception of resource allocation described in an important article by Professors Guido Calabresi and
Douglas Melamed.[134] Calabresi and Melamed stated that to allocate resources, the law must decide
"which of the conflicting parties will be entitled to prevail."[135] After making this initial choice of
entitlements, the law must make secondary decisions regarding how these entitlements are to be protected.
The state has two rules from which to choose:[136] a property rule or a liability rule. A property rule
compels "someone who wishes to remove the entitlement from its holder [to] buy it from him in a voluntary
transaction in which the value of the entitlement is agreed upon by the seller."[137] Nobody may take the
entitlement without obtaining the holder’s consent. By contrast, a liability rule states that "someone may
destroy the initial entitlement if he is willing to pay an objectively determined value for it."[138] In other
words, liability rules "facilitate the [forced] transfer of the entitlement from [its] holder," and thus employ
"an external, objective standard of value."[139] 

62. Property rules and liability rules may be thought of in terms of their rationales, or the goals they attempt to
promote.[140] 

63. As described by Calabresi and Melamed, liability rules protect the economic value of the entitlement, which
measures its "objective" level of well being, or utility, to its holder.[141] Liability rules legitimize the forced
transfer of the resource in question. Where such a rule applies, the ex post monetary recovery is intended as
a substitute for ex ante consent. 

64. In contrast, where an entitlement is protected by a property rule, a potential invader is required to seek and
obtain the resource-holder’s consent prior to the transfer. Such an entitlement therefore defines a domain of
individual control over the resource.[142] 

65. These two social goods that are evident from the Calabresi-Melamed framework--well being and control--
may be viewed as the rationales that define persons’ entitlements in resources.[143] The choice between
these two possible rationales can dictate and mold the available remedies.[144]

D. Aligning Remedies and Rationales

66. As a general principle, vindication of a plaintiff’s well being can result from compensating her for any
decrease in the value of her resource. On the other hand, vindication of her control can be accomplished only
a measure of recovery that provides deterrence against uninvited invasions.[145] 

67. Considering first the harm measure of recovery, one might think at first blush that compensating the plaintiff
for the harm she incurred as the result of the defendant’s invasion of her resource would restore her to the
status quo ante and thereby vindicate her well being. But that is not entirely true. The actual value of her
resource includes not only what it worth today (a determinant of her loss or harm), but also the discounted
sum of all future transactions.[146] If we are indeed interested in restoring her well being, she must be
compensated for the future utility she would have captured had her consent actually been obtained.[147] 

68. Thus, limiting recovery to harm really vindicates a third rationale, which Professor Dagan calls sharing:

[Sharing] vindicates the defendant’s claim to share the plaintiff’s entitlement. (It should, however, be
noted that directing the measure of recovery to not less than harm implies a delicate distinction
between sharing, i.e., foregoing the bargain with the defendant, and what may be termed sacrifice, i.e.,
actual diminution of the resource-holder’s estate.) Hence, the underlying rationale of cases in which
the law limits the plaintiff’s recovery to her harm deviates from the kind of rationales underlying the
rest of the available remedies, which all focus exclusively on the plaintiff’s interests.[148] (italics in
original).

69. The best measure of the utility taken from the plaintiff is fair market value, so this remedy corresponds to
the well-being rationale. Fair market value compensates the resource-holder for the lost opportunity of
bargaining with the defendant to sell him the use of the resource. Fair market value is what the defendant
presumably would have had to pay the plaintiff had he not circumvented the bargaining process, assuming
that the plaintiff would have consented.[149] 

70. In looking at the other gain remedies (profits, proceeds, and proportional profits), one may ask, which of
these vindicates the plaintiff’s control over the invaded resource? In other words, which remedy discourages
potential invaders from avoiding the bargaining process and invading the resource without first obtaining the
holder’s consent? The answer is profits because it returns to the plaintiff the net profit gained by the
defendant in infringing the entitlement.[150] Profits are aimed to fit most closely the goal of vindicating the
holder’s control, by making it worthless for the invader to take the holder’s entitlement. This implies that,
when a defendant is faced with the possibility of disgorging all his profits if he invades the plaintiff’s
resource, he should effect a transfer instead by obtaining the plaintiff’s ex ante consent.[151] 

71. Allowing the plaintiff to recover the defendant’s proceeds would also deter him from circumventing the
market, and it would deter him even further than would profits. Because a proceeds measure of recovery
disallows the subtraction of the defendant’s contribution to the gain, and thereby confiscates more of the
defendant’s assets, a proceeds remedy conveys society’s condemnation of the defendant’s invading behavior.
Thus, a proceeds measure of recovery corresponds to a rationale termed control and condemnation: it
vindicates plaintiff’s control and punishes the defendant for his conduct.[152] 

72. Finally, there is the proportional profits remedy. Like the fair market value remedy, proportional profits
requires a reconstruction of a mutually benefiting transaction that the parties did not actually make. Whereas
fair market value reconstructs the hypothetical price, proportional profits aims to reconstruct the way the
parties would have divided contractual profits under circumstances of full information--hindsight in this
case--and equal bargaining power.[153] 

73. A proportional profits remedy does not vindicate a plaintiff’s control over her resource because it does not
deter uninvited invasions; knowing he will have to split his profits with the plaintiff will not deter a person
who wants the resource from taking it.[154] Note that proportional profits are a useful measure only when
profits exceed fair market value, so that splitting the difference between these measures is worth more to the
plaintiff than fair market value alone. When this is so, like fair market value, proportional profits vindicates
a plaintiff’s well being.[155] In addition, it also vindicates a notion of her hypothetical consent to share in a
profitable venture;[156] that is, the remedy gives the plaintiff the profits she would have made had she
consented to the transfer of her resource to the defendant.

V. From Rationales to Values

74. Why would the law care about promoting the rationales of control, well being, and sharing? In Professor
Dagan’s analysis, greatly abbreviated here, these rationales stand for important human values that represent
competing social visions.[157] More specifically, he believes the ideological premise underlying unjust-
enrichment doctrine is a "distributive scheme."[158] He describes it as follows:

The justification of one distribution or another is rooted in the applicable rationale--control, well
being, or sharing--which serves as the criterion according to which entitlements in resources are
distributed to their holders. But once these rationales are introduced, one can readily see that the
distributive scheme constituted by our doctrine . . . assigns not only claims regarding the use of some
specific resources, but also certain primary social goods with respect to these same resources:
individual liberty, individual security in one’s wealth, and social responsibility (i.e., responsibility of
other members of one’s society) for one’s fate.[159]

75. From this, one can see the correspondence between rationales and social goods[160] (or goals): Control
reflects the goal of individual liberty, well being reflects a person’s security in her wealth, and sharing
reflects the responsibility of other members of society for a person’s fate. 

76. The goals of control and sharing are in conflict, as least as far as our paradigm case is concerned. For
example, sharing infringes upon another’s control of the resources she possesses and, thus, undermines
individual liberty. On the other hand, granting a resource-holder control over a resource necessarily curtails
other persons’ claims to share the resource. Each point along this control-sharing continuum is a societal
choice, involving the sacrifice of some values for others.[161] 

77. In trying to isolate the reasons why society makes the resource-allocation choices it does, Professor Dagan
argues that our attachment to resources derives from our perception of resources as being "reflections of
ourselves, symbols of our identity."[162] Furthermore, "the way we constitute such symbols of identity is, to
a considerable extent, through social processes; our resources gain their significance as reflections of the self
socially."[163] 

78. This personhood perspective can explain why certain interests individuals have in their resources give rise to
stronger claims than others do. If the law is to be responsive to its constituents’ interests, it should afford
correspondingly different degrees of protection to such divergent holdings.[164] 

79. It is reasonable to assume that one is most likely to want to control her most precious resources: "those
external things that more than any others are constitutive of her identity."[165] Such resources include one’s
reputation, personal integrity, and land.[166] On the other hand, one may choose to share those resources
that are relatively more remote from her "center of selfhood."[167] Resources in this category include
certain types of contractual expectations.[168] From this framework, one can see that the control individuals
are accorded by the doctrinal rules in our paradigm exists along a continuum of diminishing interests: "from
core interests (protected against almost any kind of invasion or infringement) through less protected interests
to least protected interests. More precisely, one can imagine that our doctrine draws concentric circles of
diminishing control (and attachment) around the self."[169]

VI. Applying the Unjust-Enrichment Model to Trade Secret Law

80. Let us apply our paradigm, and its implications about rationales and values, to trade-secret law. This analysis
uses the Uniform Trade Secrets Act ("UTSA"), which forty-two states had adopted by May, 1999, as the
model for American trade-secret law. Regarding the monetary remedies available in trade-secret cases, the
UTSA provides the following:

[R]emedies can include both the actual loss caused by misappropriation and the unjust enrichment
caused by misappropriation that is not taken into account in computing actual loss. In lieu of damages
measured by any other methods, the damages caused by misappropriation may be measured by
imposition of liability for a reasonable royalty for a misappropriator’s unauthorized disclosure or use
of a trade secret.[170]

81. Using the terminology of our paradigm, this formula reflects a measure of recovery of fair market
value[171] or proportional profits,[172] whichever is greater. This unjust-enrichment remedy may be
pursued regardless of whether the plaintiff suffered any monetary loss.[173] 

82. Based on Professor Dagan’s model, as elaborated in the previous sections, this measure of recovery indicates
that vindication of the plaintiff’s well being and hypothetical consent are operative in granting a trade-secret
remedy. 

83. Interestingly, however, in the case of trade secrets, Professor Dagan appears to back away from his remedy-
based model of valuating societal resources based on personhood. He argues that a trade secret "has some
similarities to intellectual properties, but it is the least connected to its holder’s identity, and it would appear
that an entitlement to a trade secret is accordingly quite weak; as long as the defendant appropriates the trade
secrets ‘ethically,’ the appropriation is legitimate and he is not subject to any legal sanction."[174] Through
this reasoning, Professor Dagan rejects the idea that the plaintiff’s well being and hypothetical consent are
vindicated through the trade-secret remedy. He carves out an exception for trade secrets among other
resources, arguing that the rationale underlying the remedy in trade-secret cases should be termed propriety
of means. A propriety-of-means rationale implies that the only claim a trade-secret owner has against a
potential appropriator is that the latter acquire the secret through proper means only,[175] such as
independent discovery or reverse engineering.[176] "The mere appropriation of information is legitimate,
and the only entitlement of [its] holder is to the propriety of means utilized in the process of such an
invasion."[177] When the court awards a trade-secret plaintiff damages, it vindicates only this propriety-of-
means rationale, Professor Dagan holds.[178] 

84. While it is certainly true that one may legally acquire a trade secret only through proper means, Professor
Dagan appears to make an unfounded empirical assumption in claiming that, relative to (other) "intellectual
properties," a trade secret is "the least connected to its holder’s identity." In doing so, he mistakenly discards
the consistency of his model by denying the existence of well-being and hypothetical-consent rationales in
trade-secret remedies. 

85. There are several reasons to believe, however, that trade-secret remedies do indeed vindicate the rationales
of well being and hypothetical consent, and, thereby, reflect the societal value of protecting a person’s
security in her wealth.[179] 

86. First, if the UTSA--and the state legislatures that have adopted it--intended merely to advance a propriety-of-
means rationale, they could have done so by allowing only fair-market-value damages, and in no case
allowing disgorgement of the defendant’s profits. After all, fair market value vindicates the plaintiff’s well
being by restoring her to the status quo ante. In allowing proportional profits, the UTSA remedy goes
beyond vindicating the plaintiff’s insistence that the defendant use proper means to acquire the trade secret.
A proportional-profits remedy even goes beyond vindicating the plaintiff’s well being; it also gives her the
benefit of the bargain she never had the opportunity to make with the defendant.[180] That is, the remedy
vindicates her hypothetical consent. 

87. Second, it is noteworthy that trademarks[181] and copyrights[182] have the same measures of recovery for
infringement as do trade secrets, namely the greater of fair market value or proportional profits. As a result,
the remedies for copyright and trademark infringement vindicate the rationales of well being and
hypothetical consent under our paradigm.[183] Of course, as Professor Dagan observes, the notable
difference between these other species of intellectual property and trade secrets is that misappropriation of
trade secrets requires some improper means of discovery or disclosure.[184] But let us assume that a
defendant in fact uses improper means to acquire a trade secret, giving the plaintiff reason for a valid claim.
Is there any inherent reason why the rationales underlying the trade-secret remedy do not include restoring
the plaintiff’s well being and paying her a measure of damages that reflects her hypothetical consent (to a
profitable venture with the defendant)? If so, the reason is not evident. 

88. There is no empirical reason to suspect that any less labor, creativity, or innovation might go into the
production of a trade secret than the creation of a copyrighted work. As a result, it seems likely that the
identity of a "creator" could be just as strongly tied to a trade secret as to, for example, a short story or a
painting. In other words, to the trade-secret owner, the trade secret could be something that, in Dagan’s
words, is an "external [thing] that . . . [is] constitutive of her identity,"[185] and perhaps even near the
"center of selfhood."[186] If a famous restaurant’s success developed from a particular secret recipe, would
the originator of the recipe feel any less personal identification with this trade secret than she would with,
say, the restaurant’s trademark or its copyrighted advertising material? If so, the reason is not readily
apparent. 

89. Third, consider a comparison of remedies between trade secrets and patents.[187] Under the Patent Act of
1952, a plaintiff-patentee in a successful patent infringement suit may recover "damages adequate to
compensate for the infringement, but in no case less than a reasonable royalty for the use made by the
invention by the infringer."[188] Thus, she may recover only compensatory damages, and she may not
receive the infringer’s profits.[189] The royalty the patentee can receive is usually based on rates previously
charged by the patentee.[190] Because the value of this royalty measure of recovery is based on the fair
market value of such royalties, and not on a proportional-profits measure,[191] the patentee does not derive
the full measure of her hypothetical consent to a joint venture with the defendant. Thus, patent remedies
vindicate a plaintiff’s well being, but not her hypothetical consent.[192] 

90. Professor Dagan assigns trade secrets a lower societal-resource value than patents, by placing them lower on
the scale of personhood,[193] yet it is unclear why. Trade-secret remedies affirm a plaintiff’s well being and
vindicate her hypothetical consent, whereas patent remedies affirm only the plaintiff's well being. Thus, the
law currently vindicates an extra rationale in the case of trade-secret misappropriation,[194] implying that
society imputes a higher value to trade secrets (that are improperly acquired) than to patents (that are
infringed). This may reveal an as-yet unexplained connection between the personal identity inherent in an
invention and the maintenance of its secrecy. While some trade secrets arguably may be weakly attached to a
person’s identity, such as a list of customers’ addresses, other trade secrets, such as a family company’s
formula for a popular soft drink, may be highly reflective of a person’s identity. 

91. Furthermore, trade secrets and patents often consist of the same subject matter--the only difference being
whether the owner has chosen to obtain patent protection.[195] Courts have sometimes believed that,
because trade-secret law provides less protection to an inventor than patent law does, trade-secret law must
protect a lesser class of inventions.[196] This reasoning is flawed.[197] An inventor may rationally choose
to keep a patentable invention a secret rather than seek patent protection, which requires disclosure, in two
cases: 1) the inventor believes her patentable invention will take approximately as long as the term of a
patent (20 years) for anyone else to invent, but the invention is of only modest value;[198] or 2) the inventor
believes her invention will take much longer than the term of a patent for anyone else to invent.[199] If the
same invention could be the subject of either a patent or a trade secret, then one may conclude that a trade
secret could reflect the inventor’s personal identity as much as a patented invention could. 

92. Finally, there is reason to conclude that trade-secret law not only affirms the rationales of well being and
hypothetical consent, but also the rationales of control and condemnation. That is, trade-secret remedies can
vindicate both a trade-secret owner’s control over her resource and society’s condemnation of the
misappropriator’s behavior. (In Professor Dagan’s unjust-enrichment model, these two rationales are
associated with the proceeds measure of gain-based recovery,[200] unavailable in trade-secret cases.[201]) 

93. How can a trade-secret remedy vindicate a holder’s control over her trade secret? It does so when the
remedy consists of a preventive injunction. Professor Dagan excludes injunctions from his treatment of
unjust-enrichment doctrine,[202] except in making the observation that "[injunctions] will surely not be
available where the entitlement at issue seeks to secure only a resource-holder’s well being, and not her
control."[203] (italics in original). In fact, the UTSA provides for injunctive relief from actual or threatened
misappropriation.[204] By creating deterrence from uninvited invasions,[205] the use of these injunctions
affirms the control the law chooses to give the trade-secret owner against improper takings. 

94. As explained by Professor Dagan, the control rationale promotes the societal value of individual liberty, or
the freedom to do what one chooses with one’s resource.[206] The control rationale also motivates what
Calabresi and Melamed termed a property rule, in that where an entitlement is protected by a property rule, a
potential taker is required to obtain the owner’s consent prior to the transfer.[207] 

95. How can a trade-secret remedy affirm society’s condemnation of a defendant’s behavior? Through the use of
punitive damages. The UTSA provides for exemplary (punitive) damages for "willful and malicious
misappropriation."[208] Of course, punitive damages are a blunt instrument, leaving the amount of damages
to the discretion of the decision-maker. Anglo-American unjust-enrichment scholars have argued that a
profits measure of recovery is more sensitive than punitive damages in deterring defendants generally.[209]
Nevertheless, by definition, punitive damages punish a defendant and therefore convey society’s
condemnation for his antisocial conduct.

VII. The Problems with Using Contract Law Alone to Protect Trade Secrets

96. Given the preceding analysis of the societal rationales and values inherent in trade-secret law, as manifested
through its remedies, one must ask whether a scheme of protecting trade secrets through contract law alone,
as Professor Bone has called for,[210] would further those rationales and values. I suggest that it would not.
Several areas of misfit between contract law and trade-secret protection are outlined below.

A. Mismatch Between Contract and Trade Secrets

97. Mechanistically, many of the efforts of courts to protect trade secrets would not fit well within a contract-
only regime. For example, there are times when a contract exists, but the object in controversy does not
constitute a trade secret. In these cases, courts have refused to enforce the contracts. [211] In Electro-Craft
Corp. v. Controlled Motion, Inc. the court stated that an explicit confidentiality agreement between the
parties would not be enforced if court found that information was not a trade secret.[212] The purpose of
contract law--to enforce the agreement between two contracting parties--is thwarted in such instances. 

98. In addition, trade-secret remedies currently include punitive damages for egregious acts of misappropriation.
[213] As a general rule, contract law does not allow for recovery of punitive damages.[214] Any proposed
scheme of protecting trade secrets only by contract would likely eliminate this deterrent remedy.

B. The Conflict Between Unjust Enrichment and Contract

99. The law of contract holds that, in general, damages for breach should equal the injured party’s lost
expectation.[215] The law of unjust enrichment, or restitution, holds that one should not gain by one’s own
wrong.[216] These principles are sometimes mutually consistent. If, after a contract breach, the plaintiff’s
lost expectation equals or exceeds the gain by the defendant, then expectation damages make the plaintiff
whole and strip the defendant of all gain. 

100. But if the plaintiff’s lost expectation is less than the defendant’s gain, then expectation damages do not strip
the defendant of all gain. This situation creates a conflict between the rules of restitution and contract.[217]
(In this context, restitution refers to a gain-oriented remedy for the commission of torts or other wrongs.
[218]) Plaintiffs in this situation would doubtless choose the restitution measure of damages because it
exceeds the contract measure of damages. Courts deciding contract cases, however, have generally refused
to apply the restitution rule, [219] reasoning that breach of contract is not a "wrong" in the sense required by
restitution law.[220] This allows the breaching defendant to keep part of her gain. 

101. This reveals a deficiency in the scheme of protecting intellectual property purely by contract: restitution
damages, which negate a defendant’s unjust enrichment, are usually unavailable by contract alone. But
restitution damages should be available; disgorgement of wrongful gains is a remedy that is well suited to
intellectual property. As Professor Wendy Gordon notes, "[I]n the intellectual property setting, giving
creators restitutionary rights tends to encourage consensual markets."[221] In other words, the availability of
a restitutionary remedy may encourage persons to, for example, make licensing agreements with trade-secret
owners, instead of the remedy serving as a substitute for such market transactions.[222] In fact, in
intellectual property, the restitution of benefits conferred may be regarded as a "more fundamental" right
than the liability for harms done to a creator.[223] 

102. In order to prevent unjust enrichment in ordinary contract cases, courts must look outside contract law, to
quasi-contract. A quasi-contract is a noncontractual obligation imposed by a court on a defendant to prevent
injustice.[224] 

103. As currently constituted, American trade-secret law provides a remedy against unjust enrichment of a trade-
secret misappropriator.[225] Changing to a contract-only system would eliminate this important remedy, and
the societal rationales of insisting on a defendant’s propriety of means in acquiring the trade secret, affirming
a trade-secret owner’s well being, and obtaining her hypothetical consent would be destroyed.[226]

C. The Nature of Right in Contract

104. One fundamental problem with changing trade-secret protection from its current classification in tort
(melded with unjust-enrichment principles[227]) to a system based only in contract is that such a change
radically changes the nature of the trade-secret holder’s right in the trade secret. 

105. A brief discussion of the relationship between entitlement and right is warranted here. As mentioned
previously, value and property are different things.[228] Value can arise from law, and the law often attempts
to create more value, such as by enforcing contracts. Value can also arise outside the law, as evidenced by
the profits of organized crime. When value arises without particular legal protection, its possessor may ask a
court or legislature to grant a legal entitlement to preserve and expand that value. As elaborated by Wesley
Hohfield,[229] such entitlements are of three types: 1) a right exclude others from using the thing; 2) a
privilege (or liberty) to use the thing; and 3) and a power to transfer or alienate the thing. Together, these
three entitlements constitute property.[230] 

106. Rights. A right is an entitlement to have the government interfere on one’s behalf. In this context, the term
right is nonnormative and unrelated to natural law and constitutionality. When one person has a right, those
against whom the right operates have a duty not to infringe it. Rights and duties are thus correlative. In
Kant’s words, rights are "(moral) capacities to put others under obligations."[231] 

107. Property owners have at least three types of rights: rights of exclusion, rights against harm or interference,
and rights to at least some of the benefits their property produces.[232] The right to exclude others is
generally considered the most important entitlement of ownership.[233] 

108. Powers. An owner of property generally has the power to transfer her rights, privileges, and powers to
another person. The term power, as used by Hohfeld, denotes the ability to change legal relations. One
important example is the power to make contracts, which are legally enforceable.[234] 

109. Privileges. A privilege is an entitlement to be free of intrusion or compulsion by the government. For
example, in tort law, a person is privileged to kill another person if it is in self-defense. The Hohfeldian term
privilege applies to any action that does not violate another person’s rights. In negligence law, unintentional,
nonnegligent acts are privileged. Privileged acts are generally considered socially desirable and not
wrongful.[235] In economic terms, they are generally considered to yield more benefits than costs.[236] 

110. For purposes of this discussion, a trade-secret holder’s right in her trade secret need not be characterized as



110. For purposes of this discussion, a trade-secret holder’s right in her trade secret need not be characterized as
property. Whatever her right may be, it becomes an issue when a defendant infringes it somehow, and she
seeks a remedy at law. Our concern here is how the nature of the right differs between tort law and contract.

1. Corrective Justice as a Model for Comparing Tort and Contract Rights

111. One way in which to examine the difference between rights in contract and tort law is from the perspective
of corrective justice. Aristotle described "corrective" or "rectificatory" justice as the mode of justice
appropriate to transactions between two persons.[237] Corrective justice may be broadly defined as "the
correction of certain imbalances or losses created by individual action."[238] 

112. As one of several moral theories of tort law,[239] corrective justice stands in opposition to instrumental
(utilitarian) theories of the law, such as law and economics. Whereas an instrumental view of the law
critiques legal practices based on their ability to implement social goals, such as prevention of crime or
compensation of victims, corrective justice instead posits a moral rationale for the law.[240] 

113. Why use corrective justice as the framework for evaluating the use of tort and contract law for trade secrets?
Primarily because of corrective justice’s internal coherence.[241] Coherence is the aspect of private law that
"strives to avoid contradiction, to smooth out inconsistencies, and to realize a self-adjusting harmony of
principles, rules, and standards."[242] The foremost modern proponent of corrective justice, Ernest Weinrib,
has stated that "corrective justice is the structure to which private law must conform if it is to be coherent,
and it must be coherent if it is truly to be a justificatory enterprise."[243] 

114. Corrective justice must be distinguished from distributive justice, which refers to the distribution of benefits
and burdens among society as a whole.[244] Corrective justice focuses only on the relationship of the two
parties involved--the doer and sufferer, without reference to external influences.[245] Distributive justice, on
the other hand, requires outside forces to determine how resources are distributed. Distributive justice "is the
home of the political. . . . In the case of distributions, an external orientation is both possible and required."
[246]

2. Tort Law, Unjust Enrichment, and Corrective Justice

115. Ernest Weinrib has noted[247] that tort law reflects corrective justice in three respects: First, for a plaintiff to
recover in tort, her injury must be to something that qualifies as a right, such as personal integrity or a
proprietary entitlement. It is therefore insufficient that the plaintiff was merely deprived of a prospective
advantage by the defendant.[248] Second, the defendant must commit an act that violates a duty incumbent
upon her and thus constitutes an act of wrongdoing. This explains the emphasis of tort law on fault; the
defendant is duty-bound not to perform intentional or negligent acts that are considered faulty. Third, the
duty breached by the defendant must be with respect to the plaintiff’s right whose infringement is the basis
for her suit.[249] 

116. When the defendant breaches a duty that is correlative to the plaintiff’s right, the plaintiff’s harm must be
repaired. Tort law obliges the defendant to restore the plaintiff, as far as possible, to the position the plaintiff
would have been in had the wrong not occurred.[250] 

117. Like tort, unjust enrichment is a judicially developed area of law that expresses corrective justice.[251] The
principle of unjust enrichment posits that wrongly secured gains must be annulled.[252] Unjust enrichment
may be considered a subset of corrective justice because corrective justice requires the annulment of both
wrongful gains and losses.[253] From the standpoint of corrective justice, tort and unjust enrichment are tied
together as juridical classifications of obligations.[254] Professor Weinrib characterizes tort and unjust
enrichment as alike in the sense that they are the two legal expressions of transfers reflecting "the
independent pursuit of separate interests" by plaintiff and defendant.[255] This is in contrast to contract,
which characterizes transfers in "the common pursuit of independent interests," and fiduciary relationships,
"where one party acts in the interests of the other."[256]

3. Contract Law and Corrective Justice

118. Both tort and contract law are regimes of correlative right and duty. Both branches of law rectify losses
through corrective justice, and both are distinct juridical classes of obligations.[257] In Professor Weinrib’s
words, "In both branches of law, the plaintiff alleges the violation of a right that the defendant is duty-bound
to observe. In both, damages compensate for the defendant’s infringement of the plaintiff’s right."[258] 

119. In looking at contract law from the perspective of corrective justice, one finds that contractual performance
is the substance of both the plaintiff’s right and the defendant’s duty.[259] 

120. The difference between contract and tort law, then, lies in the nature of the right. In contract law, the parties
create the plaintiff’s right to the defendant’s performance; the damage award gives the plaintiff the value of
that performance.[260] In tort law, "the plaintiff’s right exists independently of the defendant’s action; the
damage award therefore aims at eliminating the effects on the plaintiff of the defendant’s wrong."[261] 

121. In choosing between contract and tort law for the protection of trade secrets, the essential inquiry is, what
should be the nature of the trade-secret "owner’s"[262] right? Should the right exist independently of the
defendant’s action in creating a contract with the trade-secret owner? If the trade-secret owner is to have an
independent right to the trade secret, a right that exists apart from any contract with a potential trade-secret
thief, then corrective justice requires that the owner’s right be vindicated through tort law. 

122. On the other hand, if the trade-secret owner’s right--her entitlement in the trade secret--should depend only
on the existence of a contractual promise made by the potential trade-secret thief, then contract law would be
the appropriate mechanism by which to rectify a nonconsensual taking of the trade secret. In this case, the
owner would have no recourse against any thief with whom she had not contracted, because she would have
no right in the trade secret apart from contract. In addition, potential takers of a trade secret could feel free to
steal the trade secret unless they were under contract with the trade-secret owner, because a duty not to take
the secret would not exist in the absence of a contractual relationship. 

123. Because of the value placed by society in trade secrets,[263] the law currently accords trade-secret holders
an entitlement, or right, in their trade secrets that is independent of the existence of any contract between the
trade secret holder and a potential misappropriator. [264] As a result of the independent existence of this
right, corrective justice mandates that any infringement of this right be corrected through tort, with or
without unjust enrichment law. Trade-secret law now allows for annulment of both unjust harm to the
plaintiff and unjust enrichment of the defendant.[265] A contract-only system would be inapposite for this
purpose.

VIII. Conclusion

124. Currently, trade-secret law is a primarily a fusion of tort and unjust-enrichment law. In establishing that a
defendant used improper means in acquiring or using a trade secret, courts invoke principles from many
other areas of the law, including contract. Because of its unique blend of legal principles, trade-secret law
warrants and indeed requires the separate legal classification it now holds. 

125. Trade-secret remedies reveal much about the societal values inherent in trade secrets and about the rationales
behind deterring their wrongful appropriation. These societal values include the trade-secret owner’s
individual security in her resource, her liberty to control her resource, and the requirement that those who
would appropriate the trade secret from the owner first obtain her consent. These values, like the values in
all resources, stem from a reflection of the resource-holder’s personal identity in the resource. Society’s
distribution of entitlements in resources is based at least in part on this reflection of personhood in the
resource. Even if the reflection of personal identity in trade secrets is weak, there is at least some
corresponding entitlement in the trade secret that the holder possesses. This entitlement exists independently
of the existence of any contractual relationship with a potential invader of the entitlement. As a result, a
contract-only regime for protecting trade secrets would be inadequate to the task.
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